Abstract. In the paper, we consider the problem of discovering sequential patterns from event-based spatio-temporal data. The problem is defined as follows: for a set of event types F and for a dataset of events instances D (where each instance in D denotes an occurrence of a particular event type in considered spatio-temporal space), discover all sequential patterns defining the following relation between any event types participating in a particular pattern. The following relation → between any two event types, denotes the fact that instances of the first event type attract in their spatial proximity and in considered temporal window afterwards occurrences of instances of the second event type. In the article, the notion of sequential pattern in event-based spatio-temporal data has been defined and the already proposed approach to discovering sequential pattern has been reformulated. We show, it is possible to efficiently and effectively discover sequential patterns in event-based spatio-temporal data.
Introduction
Discovering knowledge from spatio-temporal data is gaining attention of researchers nowadays. Based on literature we can distinguish two basic types of spatio-temporal data: event-based and trajectory-based [18] . The latter refers to the situation where for a set of objects and their movements (trajectories), we would like to find several types of patterns: clustering trajectories [20] , discovering representative trajectory [17] , finding frequently visited areas [19] . We do not consider this type of data in our paper. The appropriate review of frequent patterns mining methods for this type of data may be found in [18] .
On the other hand, event-based spatio-temporal data is described by a set of event types F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n } and a set of instances D. Each instance e ∈ D denotes an occurrence of a particular event type from F and is associated with instance identifier, location in spatial dimension and occurrence time. In a more complex scenario, it is possible that an instance is also associated with a particular numerical value. For example, for an event type temperature, an instance of this event type may contain a value 20
• C. However, we do not consider this situation in our paper. Table 1 provides possible sets D and F . The dataset given in Table 1 is depicted in Fig. 1 . Event-based spatio-temporal data and the problem of discovering frequent sequential patterns in this type of data have been introduced in [13] . Spatio-temporal data occurs frequently in real world. Possible applications considered in literature are as follows. [23] considers the problem of discovering ozone polluted areas. For a set of measurements containing informations about ozone pollution in Houston city, the task is to find polygons denoting areas with similar ozone pollution. Additionally, each measurement contains occurrence time, so the applied algorithm may focus on analyzing changes in ozone pollutions. The similar task is considered in [24] and [14] .
Discovering knowledge from spatial data is a widely known topic in the literature. Among the most important problems in that area is discovering spatial collocation or association rules. According to [12] , for a set of predefined event types a spatial collocation is defined as an occurrence of instances of particular event types in spatial proximity. The effective algorithms for discovering spatial collocations are provided in [6] and [8] . Clustering problem in spatial data is widely considered in literature [9] , [25] . The worth mentioning problem is clustering complex spatial data (for example polygons or areas). The problem has been introduced in [21] , where the authors proposes heuristics for measuring distance between polygons and provide appropriate clustering algorithm -CLARANS. The problem of developing appropriate distance measures and clustering algorithms for complex spatial object should be addressed in future publications. The task of mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns in given datasets F and D may be defined as follows. We assume that the following relation (or attraction relation) f i1 → f i2 between any two event types denotes the fact, that instances of type f i1 attract in their spatial and temporal neighborhoods occurrences of instances of type f i2 . The strength of the following relation f i1 → f i2 is investigated by comparing the density of instances of type f i2 in spatiotemporal neighborhoods of instances of type f i1 and the density of instances of type f i2 in the whole dataset D and spatio-temporal embedding space V . We provide the strict definition of density in Section 3. The problem is to discover all significant sequential patterns defined in the form
We assume that in a given pattern the following relation f i1 → f i2 is preserved between any consecutive event types participating in that pattern.
The layout of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we provide recall some articles important in the field of discovering patterns in transaction databases. In Section 3 we define elementary notions. We provide our modifications and the Micro-ST-Miner algorithm in Section 4. The results of our experiments are given in Section 5.
Related Works
In this section, we provide a review of topics related to the problem considered in our publication. In particular, we consider the problem of discovering frequent patterns as a data mining task. The problem considered in the publication is related to the frequent patterns discovery problem. There exist a broad literature considering topic of discovering frequent patterns in transaction databases (that is, databases containing transaction of purchased items). The problem has been originally formulated in [3] .
The most famous algorithms in the considered field are Apriori for generating frequent itemsets and Apriori-Gen for generating association rules [4] . Apriori generates a set of frequent patterns using two phases: first, based on the set of frequent k-length patterns (that is, patterns containing k items), the set of k + 1-length candidate patterns is generated. In the second phase, the frequency (that is, the number of occurrences in a dataset) of each candidate is verified and non-frequent candidates are pruned (that is, candidate patterns with frequency below given threshold). Additionally, the candidates are pruned by means of the fact, that any candidate containing a non-frequent subpattern cannot be among frequent patterns (this property is obtained from the problem formulation and in literature is known as anti-monotone apriori prune rule). Based on the set of already discovered frequent patterns, the algorithm may proceed with generating k + 2-length patterns and so forth. The algorithm stops, when the candidate set is empty.
The authors of [10] proposes an algorithm for discovering frequent patterns by means of the structure FrequentPattern-tree (FP-tree). The basic idea of the algorithm presented in [10] is to efficiently generate frequent patterns omitting the phase of candidate generation (the phase used in Apriori algorithm). The FPtree is created as follows: in the first phase, a scan of a database of transactions is performed and all frequent single items are found. In the second step, the database is scanned again, a sequence of frequent single items is identified in each transaction and, if the sequence is not empty, the corresponding path (starting from the root of the tree) is inserted or updated in the already created FP-tree. The nodes in the created or updated path correspond to single items occurring in the sequence.
The problem of discovering sequential patterns in transaction databases has been formulated in [2] . In this context, a sequential pattern is defined as follows. For a set of customers and having a list of transactions for each customer, assume that each transaction contains a set of items. A sequential pattern is a list of sets of items. Each set of items in the list has to be contained in a particular transaction of a customer in the following manner: transaction containing the second set should occur after the transaction containing the first set, transaction containing the third set should occur after the transaction containing the second set and so forth. The number of customers to which the pattern may be matched is defined as the support of the pattern. In [2] , the authors provide the following example of a sequential pattern: "5% of customers bought 'Foundation' and 'Ringworld' books in one transaction, followed by 'Second Foundation' book in a later transaction", for a database containing customers and books purchased in transactions. This problem has been extended in [22] , where the authors introduced the notion of generalized sequential pattern and provided an algorithm GSP for discovering patterns of that type. The notion of sequential pattern is extended to the notion of generalized sequential pattern by introducing temporal constraints for sets of items (e.g. time between the first and the last sets of items in a given pattern must not exceed given interval).
Basic Notions
Let us consider the spatiotemporal event-based dataset given in Fig. 1 . The dataset contains F = {A, B, C, D} event types and D = {a1, a2, . . . , d9} events instances. The dataset is embedded in a spatiotemporal space V , by |V | we denote the volume of that space, calculated as the product of spatial area and size of time dimension. Spatial and temporal sizes of spatiotemporal space are usually specified by the domain of considered task (e.g. for a weather dataset which may be used for discovering patterns between climate event types, the spatial area is specified by geographical coordinates of registered instances and size of time dimension is given by times of occurrences of instances). On the other hand, by V N (e) we denote the spatiotemporal neighborhood space of instance e (the formal statement of V N (e) is given in Definition 1). Sizes and shape of V N (e) are usually given by an expert. Definition 1. (Neighborhood space) By V N (e) we denote the neighborhood space of instance e. R denotes spatial radius and T temporal interval of that space (and, due to that, V N (e) has a cylindrical shape).
Let us comment Definition 1 and let consider Fig. 2 where we denote possible shapes of neighborhood spaces. It is possible to select other type of neighborhood space than provided in Definition 1. For example, it may be appropriate to select conical neighborhood space for some applications.
Definition 2. (Neighborhood definition [13] ) For a given occurrence of event instance e, the neighborhood of e is defined as follows:
where R denotes spatial radius and T temporal interval of the neighborhood space
The neighborhood N (e) of instance e is the set of instances of the same type as e contained inside the neighborhood space V N (e) .
Definition 3. (Density [13] ) For a given spatiotemporal space V , event type f and its events instances in D, density is defined as follows:
density is the number of instances of type f occurring inside some space V divided by the volume of space V . Definition 4. (Density ratio [13] ) Density ratio for two event types f i1 , f i2 is defined as follows:
avg (e.type=fi 1 ) (Density(f i2 , V N (e) )) specifies the average density of instances of type f i2 occurring inside the neighborhood spaces V N (e) defined for instances, whose type is f i1 . V denotes the whole considered spatiotemporal space and Density(f i2 , V ) specifies density of instances of type f i2 in space V .
Density ratio for the pattern f i1 → f i2 is defined as the ratio of the average density of instances of type f i2 inside the neighborhood spaces V N (e) defined for each instance e ∈ f i1 and the overall density of instances of type f i2 in the whole spatiotemporal space V .
Density ratio expresses the strength of the attraction relation f i1 → f i2 between any two event types. If its value is greater than one, then occurrences of instances of type f i1 attract in their spatiotemporal neighborhood spaces occurrences of instances of type f i2 . If its value is equal to one, then there is no correlation between these two event types. The value below one indicates negative relation (instances of type f i1 repel in their spatiotemporal neighborhood spaces occurrences of instances of type f i2 ). However, it may be very difficult to provide its appropriate value taking into account usually arbitrarily chosen V and V N (e) . Careful study of experimental results provided in [13] show some deficiencies in that subject. 
If a k-length sequence − → s is considered to be expanded, then the neighborhood spaces V N (e) and neighborhoods N (e) are calculated for each e ∈ tailEventSet( − → s ).
Definition 6. (Sequence index [13] ) For a given k-length sequence − → s , sequence index is denoted as follows:
2. If k > 2 then:
≥ θ, where θ is significance threshold given by the user.
The value of SeqIndex( − → s ) for a k-length sequence − → s denotes the minimal strength of the → relation between any two consecutive event types participating in − → s . In overall, sequence index provides means for discovering sequences for which its value is greater than the threshold given by the user. Possible significant sequences for the dataset shown in Fig. 1 are:
To illustrate the above presented notions and give an outline of the algorithm discovering sequential patterns, please consider the sequence
Initially, the strength of the following relation A → B will be considered. The number of instances of type B is significantly greater in the neighborhood spaces created for instances of type A than the number of instances of type B in the whole space V . So we assume significant value of density ratio for the relation A → B and create a sequence − → s = A → B. The tail event set of − → s will be tailEventSet( − → s ) = {b1, b2, . . . , b18}. The sequence − → s may be then expanded with event type C, because the average density of instances of type C is significantly high in the neighborhood spaces defined for the instances of type B contained in tailEventSet( − → s ). Similarly to the above, − → s will be expanded with event type D to create − → s 1 .
Discovering all significant sequences is the aim of the algorithm ST-Miner [13] . The algorithm expands all significant sequences starting with 1-length sequences (singular event types). Each sequence is expanded in a dept-first manner by possible appending other event types. If the actual value of the sequence index is below a predefined threshold, then the sequence is not expanded any more. The crucial step in the expanding process is to compute N (e) and density for each instance e in the tail event set of the processed sequence. Computing N (e) may be seen as performing spatial join and for this purpose we use the plane sweep algorithm proposed in [5] . The complexity of the algorithm is O (N (N ) ) where N is the number of instances in D.
Discovering of Sequential Patterns by Means of Microclustering Approach
Searching for the neighborhoods N (e) by means of the plane sweep algorithm is a costly operation. Initially, for each event type and its instances e in D, a neighborhood N (e) has to be computed. In the next steps, the number of computed neighborhoods will depend on the cardinalities of tail events sets of already discovered sequences. To resolve the mentioned problem we propose to use a microclustering approach. The aim of the approach is to reduce the number of instances of different types by grouping neighboring instances of the same type into one microcluster. Sequential patterns discovery may then proceed using the modified dataset. In Fig. 3 we show a conception of microclustering. Microcluster e c is a quintuple consisting of microcluster identifier (CID), event type of contained instances, a set of instances contained in the microcluster, number of instances contained in the microcluster and representative location (for spatial and temporal) aspects. Representative location in both spatial and temporal dimensions is computed as a mean from respectively spatial coordinates and timestamps of instances contained in the microcluster.
Microclustering index M C D created for dataset D, is a structure containing set of created microclusters and it may be used for appropriate computation of density ratios and sequence indexes on the reduced dataset. According to the proposed method, tail event sets of sequences contain microclusters rather than the original events instances. Now we will propose our algorithm which will be based on the above introduced concept of microclustering. We need to appropriately modify definitions of density ratio and define facilitating indexing structures. We provide our modifications of the ST-Miner algorithm. Let us consider the dataset given in Fig. 1 . The corresponding microclustering index is shown in Table 2 . For the microclustering step one may apply similar approach as proposed in [25] . The size of a microcluster may be limited by specifying its diameter threshold. In particular, for a given microcluster e c and its contained instances {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }, as the size of a microcluster we propose to use its diameter defined according to Formula (6). By − → e i we denote a vector containing location in spatial and temporal dimensions of a particular instance e i . The proposed microclustering approach is presented in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 has been inspired by the phase of building CF tree proposed in [25] .
where distance(e i − e j ) is the Euclidean distance between any two instances e i and e j , i, j = 1 . . . m and m is the actual number of instances contained in e c . If needed, the spatial and temporal dimensions may be normalized for the microclustering step. In such a case, user may provide two diameter components d s for spatial dimension and d t for temporal dimension. The overall diameter threshold (d) may be calculated as a normalized combination of these two values.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for microclustering dataset D using Eq. 6
Initialize first microcluster by inserting instance e.
4:
while There are instances in dataset D do 5:
Take next e from dataset D and insert it to the nearest ec.
6:
if For each event type and for the first instance of particular event type initialize a microcluster. For each of next instances find the nearest microcluster and insert instance to that microcluster. If diameter of that microcluster is greater than given threshold, split microcluster according to Algorithm 2. The split process proceeds as follows: find a pair of farthest instances in a microcluster considered to be split and mark the pair as seeds for two new microclusters. Redistribute the rest of instances from the original microcluster by assigning them to the nearest from two new microclusters.
Algorithms 1 and 2 are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Definitions introduced in Section 3 should be appropriately modified according to the above proposed concept of microclustering. By M C D we denote a microclustering index created for a dataset D. For any entry e c ∈ M C D we propose two definitions of neighborhoods n(e c ) and N (e c ).
Definition 8. For a microcluster e c ∈ M C D , the neighborhood n(e c ) of e c is defined as follows:
n(e c ) ={e c |e c ∈ M C D ∧ distance(e c .location, e c .location) ≤ R ∧ (e c .time − e c .time) ≤ T ∧ e c .type = e c .type} (7) that is, the neighborhood n(e c ) of a given microcluster e c is defined as the set of those microclusters, whose centers are contained inside space V N (e c ) specified with respect to parameters R and T . e c .location and e c .location refer respective to representative spatial locations of e c and e c .
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( ) Fig. 4 . The four phases of Algorithm 1
Definition 9. For a microcluster e c and for its neighborhood n(e c ), the set of instances covered by entries from n(e c ) is defined as follows:
N (e c ) ={p|p ∈ D ∧ p is inside e c ∧ e c ∈ n(e c ) ∧ e c .type = e c .type} (8) that is, as the neighborhood N (e c ) of a given microcluster e c we define a set of those instances from D, that each of which is contained in the microclusters from n(e c ).
The above introduced definitions n(e c ) and N (e c ) are useful in reformulating definitions of density and density ratio introduced in Section 3. By M C D (f ) we define a set of entries in M C D of event type f .
In Definitions 8 and 9 we do not refer to any particular event type, which microclusters or instances occur respectively in n(e c ) or N (e c ). However, it may be noticed from already provided notions, that density ratio considered for any two event types always take into account only neighborhoods of those particular event types. For example, considering the pattern f i1 → f i2 , for any e c ∈ M C D (f i1 ), n(e c ) and N (e c ) contain respectively only microclusters and instances of type f i2 . Remark 1. For a microcluster e c ∈ M C D , the number of instances contained in this microcluster is denoted by |e c |. For example, the number of instances contained in microcluster e (5) c from Table 2 is |e V , the modified density is defined as follows:
where {e
c , . . . , e
that is, we define modified density as the quotient of the number of instances contained in e
c ∈ M C D (f ) and the volume of space V . We say that a microcluster e c is inside space V , if its representative location is inside V . Definition 11. Modified density ratio. For two event types f i1 , f i2 and their entries in microclustering index M C D , the modified density ratio is defined as follows:
comparing to Definition 4, the above definition takes into account proposed microclustering index and its entries.
The idea of Definition 11 is to calculate density ratio for the relation f i1 → f i2 using entries in microclustering index M C D . Taking a microcluster e c ∈ M C D (f i1 ) and its neighborhood space V n(ec) , density M C D (f i2 , V N (ec) ) is weighted by the number |e c |, that is by the number of instances contained in e c . That is, the term:
ec.type=fi 1 |e c | specifies the weighted average density of instances of type f i2 occurring in the neighborhood spaces V N (ec) defined for microclusters e c ∈ M C D (f i1 ) with weights |e c |. Before we proceed with an algorithm description we need to introduce one more definition. 
c , . . . , e (n) c }.
To illustrate above notions, please consider Fig. 5 and assume that we investigate the relation A → B. Assume that at the beginning − → s = A and − → s should be expanded with B, that is consider − → s → B. tailEventSet( − → s ) = {e
c } and
c , e
c , e (6) c }. Additionally: n(e ExpandSequence procedure (our modification of the procedure already proposed in [13] ).
Algorithm 3 Micro-ST-Miner -algorithm for discovering sequential patterns from event-based spatiotemporal data using microclustering index
Require: D -a dataset containing events instances, θ -significance threshold for sequence index. Ensure: A set of significant sequential patterns.
1: Perform microclustering on the dataset D resulting in a microclustering index M CD. 2: for each event type f and its entries in M CD(f ) do 3:
Create 1-length sequence − → s from f . 4:
tailEventSet( − → s ) := M CD(f ).
5:
ExpandSequence( − → s , M CD, θ).
6: end for
In the next sections, we consider the problem of more efficient performing microclustering step presented in Algorithm 1. In particular, we propose to perform microclustering by means of triangle inequality, limit a number of instances
Require: − → s -a sequence of event types, M CD -microclustering index created for D, θ -threshold for sequence index. 1: for each event type f and its entries in M CD do 2:
Calculate SequenceIndex( − → s → f ).
3:
if value of the sequence index ≥ θ then 4:
Remember − → s → f as significant. 5:
c )} where tailEventSet( − → s ) = {e (1) c , e
end if 8: end for
Require: − → s → f -a sequence of event types; k +1 -the length of the sequence
contained in a microcluster or discuss other approaches to perform microclustering.
Other Extensions to the Microclustering Approach
In experimental results, we verify the usefulness of the approach where the size of each microgroup is limited by the number of contained instances. Algorithm 6 presents the modification, assuming that the maximal number of instances contained in a microcluster is denoted by K. This approach is motivated by the fact, that some datasets may contain instances with very similar values of spatial coordinates. Consider for example a dataset where occurrences of event types are fixed (in spatial aspect) on some coordinates of a grid. This is often case for datasets containing weather or climate data. In such a case, despite small value of diameter threshold, it may be possible that a microcluster contains a significant number of instances. Due to quadratic complexity of Eq. 6 such situation may be undesirable when calculating diameter of the microcluster. The aim of Algorithm 6 is to tackle such situation.
Algorithm 6 proceeds similarly to Algorithm 1. Split operation is the same as shown in Algorithm 2. When an instance is inserted to the nearest microcluster, Algorithm 1 checks if the number of instances in the microcluster is greater than the user given parameter K. If this is true, the microcluster is split into two new microclusters. Diameters of these two microclusters are verified and, if this is needed, microclusters are split.
In future studies, it may be appropriate to adapt triangle inequality to more efficiently perform microclustering process [16, 15] .
Algorithm 6 Algorithm for microclustering dataset D using Eq. 6
Require: d -diameter threshold, D -dataset of instances, K -maximal number of instances in a microcluster. Ensure: M CD -microclustering index for D.
1: for each event type f ∈ F do 2: Take first instance e from D.
3:
4:
6:
if |ec| > K then 7:
Split(ec). Refer to Algorithm 2. 8:
Split(e (i) c ). 10:
Split(e (j) c ).
13:
end if 14:
Split(ec).
16:
end if 17:
end while 18: end for
Experimental Results
In Table 3 , we explain the main parameters of data generator. Our data generator is similar to proposed in [13, 4] . Data generation method is as follows. For a spatio-temporal space V defined by parameters DSize and T Size, the actual number of maximal patterns in a dataset is given by P n, the maximal length of generated patterns is given by P s. First, for each pattern we generate event types participating in this pattern. Event types are uniformly selected from the set of size N f .
Patterns are generated as follows. For each event type in a pattern we generate N i instances. Instances of the first event type are uniformly distributed in spatio-temporal space V of size DSize * DSize * T size. For each instance of the next event type, we randomly select instance of the previous event type and put it into spatio-temporal neighborhood space of that instance. This means, that the number of instances participating in a pattern is given by P s * N i. Additionally, we generate the same number of noise instances and distribute them uniformly in the embedding spatio-temporal space V . In the result, each dataset contains total number of instances T i = N i * P s * P n * 2.
Please note, that the word maximal means that generated pattern (sequence) contains also some subsequences that have to be discovered in a given dataset. Table 3 . Description of data generator parameters Parameter name Description
P s
Length of a maximal generated sequence P n Number of maximal sequences in generated data DSize
Size of spatial dimension of embedding space V T Size
Size of temporal dimension of embedding space V N f
Total number of event types available in data generator N i
Starting number of instances of the first event type participating in a pattern R Size of spatial dimension of neighborhood space V N (e) T Size of temporal dimension of neighborhood space V N (e)
Microclustering Step
Algorithm 1 has been applied to different datasets. We perform microclustering for datasets varying with number of event sequences, patterns length and patterns number. In our experiments, we generated datasets similar to [13] . In Table 4 , we show microclustering index size and compression ratio for datasets with different number of event sequences. Compression ratio is calculated as the ratio of average dataset size divided by the microclustering index size. In Table 5 .1, we show how compression ratio and microclustering index size is dependent on the number of patterns in a dataset. In Table 5 .1, we provide microclustering index size and compression ratio for datasets with varying maximal pattern length. 
Results for the Micro-ST-Miner Algorithm
We present here the results obtained for the Micro-ST-Miner algorithm and datasets described in Section 5. We set the sequence index threshold to constant 1. In Fig. 9 , 10, 11 numbers 40, 60, 80, 100 are diameter thresholds for our Micro-ST-Miner algorithm. Additionally, ST-Miner algorithm was not able to obtain any results for generated datasets and sequence index threshold 1 in reasonable time.
Results presented in Fig. 9 ,10,11 show improvements of our Micro-ST-Miner algorithm over ST-Miner algorithm presented in [13] . The execution times obtained by our approach are much better than obtained by ST-Miner for the same types of datasets.
Results on Real Data
In our experiments, we used weather data provided by ECAD project [7, 11] . The dataset contains the following event types: Temperature, Pressure and Percipi- [1] .
From the original dataset we extract abnormal events by taking for each event type observations from 0.01 quantile and with values greater than 0.99 Table 5 . Average dataset size, averages of reduced dataset size and Compression Ratio after applying microclustering algorithm to datasets with different patterns number Ps = 5, Ni = 100, Nf = 20, R = 10, T = 10, DSize = 1000, T Size = 1200 Table 6 . Average dataset size, averages of reduced dataset size and Compression Ratio after applying microclustering algorithm to datasets with different patterns length Pn = 10, Ni = 100, Nf = 20, R = 10, T = 10, DSize = 1000, T Size = 1200 we omit Low Percipitation event type). The resulting dataset contains 70922 instances. For the microclustering step we apply Algorithm 6 with K values equal to: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. Spatial and temporal diameters of microclusters are normalized and integrated into one diameter threshold as it was mentioned in Section 4. We set spatial diameter threshold to 2.5 deg. and temporal diameter threshold 30 days. The set of possible patterns is as follows: High Percipitation → High Temperature, Low Pressure → High Percipitation, Low Temperature → Low Pressure → High Percipitation. All patterns have been discovered using our Micro-ST-Miner algorithm with sequence index threshold set to 1.
Conclusions
In the paper, we proposed modification of recently proposed notions and algorithms for the problem of discovering sequential patterns from event-based spatiotemporal data. The proposed method starts with computing microclustering index for a given dataset and appropriately redefining notions of neighborhood, density and density ratio. We offered our algorithm for the microclustering step and algorithms for computing significant sequential patterns using the reduced dataset. In summary, we have the following most important conclusions:
1. Results obtained for real dataset show the usefulness of proposed approach.
However, future studies should focus on the more broad study of proposed approach using real datasets. 2. Presented experiments show the usefulness of the proposed algorithm for generated datasets. For generated datasets, ST-Miner was not able to obtain results in any reasonable time. Proposed Micro-ST-Miner algorithm allows to eliminate redundant and noise patterns from the dataset.
Further research problems in the described subject may focus on proposing methods for estimating or simulating appropriate value of the threshold of a pattern significance. Additionally, it may be shown that the above introduced definitions of density and space V N (e) are inappropriate for some datasets. In particular, for scenarios where occurrences of instances of one type attract with significant delay occurrences of other events, definition of density is ineffective. Other possible research may propose alternative methods for discovering sequential patterns in spatiotemporal data adopting algorithms developed for mining association rules or considering the problem of efficient mining the K most important patterns.
